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PARAHERMITIAN AND PARAQUATERNIONIC MANIFOLDS
STEFAN IVANOV AND SIMEON ZAMKOVOY
Abstrat. A set of anonial parahermitian onnetions on an almost paraHermitian
manifold is dened. ParaHermitian version of the Apostolov-Gauduhon generalization
of the Goldberg-Sahs theorem in General Relativity is given. It is proved that the
Nijenhuis tensor of a Nearly paraKähler manifolds is parallel with respet to the anon-
ial onnetion. Salamon's twistor onstrution on quaternioni manifold is adapted to
the paraquaternioni ase. A hyper-paraomplex struture is onstruted on Kodaira-
Thurston (properly ellipti) surfaes as well as on the Inoe surfaes modeled on Sol4
1
. A
loally onformally at hyper-paraKähler (hypersympleti) struture with parallel Lee
form on Kodaira-Thurston surfaes is obtained. Anti-self-dual non-Weyl at neutral met-
ri on Inoe surfaes modeled on Sol4
1
is presented. An example of anti-self-dual neutral
metri whih is not loally onformally hyper-paraKähler is onstruted.
Key words: indenite neutral metri, produt struture, self-dual neutral metri, para-
Hermitian, paraquaternioni, Nearly paraKähler manifold, hyper-paraomplex, hyper-
paraKähler (hypersympleti) strutures, twistor spae.
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2 STEFAN IVANOV AND SIMEON ZAMKOVOY
1. Introdution
We study the geometry of strutures on a dierentiable manifold related to the algebra of
paraomplex numbers as well as to the algebra of paraquaternions together with a naturally
assoiated metri whih is neessarily of neutral signature. These struture lead to the notion
of almost paraHermitian manifold, in even dimension, as well as to the notion of almost
paraquaternioni and hyper-paraHermitian manifolds in dimensions divisible by four. Some
of these spaes, hyper-paraompex and hyper-paraHermitian manifolds, beome attrative
in theoretial physis sine they play a role in string theory [55, 40, 44, 11, 41℄ and integrable
systems [26℄.
Almost paraHermitian geometry is a topi with many analogies with the almost Hermitian
geometry and also with dierenes. In the present note we show that a lot of loal and some
of the global results in almost Hermitian manifolds arry over, in the appropriately dened
form, to the ase of almost paraHermitian spaes.
We dene a set of anonial paraHermitian onnetions on an almost paraHermitian man-
ifold and use them to desribe properties of 4-dimensional paraHermitian and 6-dimensional
Nearly paraKähler spaes.
We present a paraHermitian analogue of the Apostolov-Gauduhon generalization [6℄ of
the Goldberg-Sahs theorem in General Relativity (see e.g. [57℄) whih relates the Einstein
ondition to the struture of the positive Weyl tensor in dimension 4. Namely, we prove
Theorem 1.1. Let (M, g, P ) be a 4-dimensional paraHermitian manifold. Let W+ be the
self-dual part of the Weyl tensor and θ be the Lee 1-form. The following onditions are
equivalent:
a) The 2-form dθ is anti-self-dual, dθ+ = 0;
b) W+2 = 0, equivalently, the fundamental 2-form is an eigen-form of W
+
;
) (δW+)− = 0, equivalently, (δW )(X1,0;Y 1,0, Z1,0) = 0.
Corollary 1.2. Assume that the Rii tensor ρ of a paraHermitian 4-manifold is P -anti-
invariant, ρ(PX,PY ) = −ρ(X,Y ). Then dθ is anti-self-dual 2-form, dθ+ = 0.
In partiular, on a paraHermitian Einstein 4-manifold the fundamental 2-form is an
eigen-form of the positive Weyl tensor.
It turns out that any onformal lass of neutral metris on an oriented 4-manifold is
equivalent to the existene of a loal almost hyper-paraomplex struture, i.e. a olletion
of anti-ommuting almost omplex struture and almost para-omplex struture. Using the
properties of the Bismut onnetion, we derive that the integrability of the almost hyper-
paraomplex struture leads to the anti-self-duality of the orresponding onformal lass
of neutral metris (Theorem 6.2). Applying this result to invariant hyper-paraomplex
struture on 4-dimensional Lie groups [4, 22℄ we nd expliit anti-self-dual non Weyl at
neutral metris on some ompat 4-manifolds. Some of these metris seem to be new.
We apply our onsiderations to Kodaira-Thurston omplex surfaes modeled on S1 ×
˜SL(2,R) (properly ellipti surfaes) as well as to the Inoe surfaes modeled on Sol41 in the
sense of [65℄. These surfaes do not admit any (para) Kähler struture [65, 18, 58℄. It is also
known that these surfaes do not support a hyper-omplex struture [49, 23℄.
In ontrast, we obtain
Theorem 1.3. The Kodaira-Thurston surfaes M = S1 × ˜(SL(2,R)/Γ) admit a hyper-
paraomplex struture. The orresponding hyper-paraHermitian struture has ∇g-parallel
Lee form and is loally (not globally) onformally equivalent to a at hyper-paraKähler (hy-
persympeti) struture.
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Theorem 1.4. The Inoe surfaes modeled on Sol41 admit a hyper-paraomplex struture.
The orresponding neutral metri is anti-self-dual non-Weyl at. The para-hermitian stru-
ture is loally (but not globally) onformally hyper-paraKähler (hypersympleti).
The Inoe surfaes modeled on Sol41 are ompat solvmanifolds. A ompat 4-dimensional
solvmanifold S an be written, up to double overing, as G/Γ where G is a simply onneted
solvable Lie group and Γ is a lattie of G and all ompat four-dimensional solvmanifolds ad-
mitting a omplex struture are lassied reently in [38℄. Exept the Inoe surfaes modeled
on Sol40, all other ompat four-dimensional solvmanifolds admitting a omplex struture
support also an hyper-paraomplex struture due to the results in [58, 46, 29℄ and Theo-
rem 1.4. It is also shown in [38℄ that every omplex struture on a ompat 4-dimensional
solvmanifold is the anonial omplex struture indued from the left-invariant omplex
struture on the solvable Lie group G. The four-dimensional Lie algebras admitting hyper-
paraomplex struture are lassied in [22℄. A glane on Lie algebras listed in [22℄ leads to
the onlusion that the Inoe surfaes modeled on Sol40 do not admit a hyper-paraomplex
struture indued from a left-invariant hyper-paraomplex struture on the solvable Lie
group Sol40.
In view of Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 1.4, a naturally arising question is whether the
existene of a self-dual neutral metri distinguishes the Inoe surfaes modeled on Sol41 and
the Inoe surfaes modeled on Sol40, i.e. whether there exists a hyper-paraomplex struture
on the Inoe surfaes modeled on Sol40.
We onstrut an anti-self-dual neutral metri whih is not loally onformally hyper-
paraKähler (hypersympleti). We adapt the Ashtekar at all [7℄ formulation of the self-
duality Einstein equations to the ase of neutral metri and modify the Joye's onstrution
[45℄ of hyper-omplex struture from holomorphi funtions to get hyper-paraomplex stru-
ture.
Some properties of hyper-paraomplex and hyper-parahermitian strutures in higher di-
mensions are treated in [42, 43℄.
We prove that the Nijenhuis tensor of a Nearly paraKähler manifold is parallel with
respet to the anonial onnetion. In dimension six, we show that these spaes are Ein-
steinian but the Rii-at ase an not be exluded. This is in ontrast with the ase of
Nearly Kähler 6-manifolds whih are Einsteinian with positive salar urvature. We involve
twistor mahinery to obtain examples of Nearly paraKähler manifolds. We adapt Salamon's
twistor onstrution on quaternioni manifold [60, 61, 62℄ to the paraquaternioni situa-
tion. We onsider the reetor spae of a paraquaternioni manifold as a higher dimensional
analogue of the reetor spae of a 4-dimensional manifold with a metri of neutral signa-
ture desribed in [44℄. We show that the reetor spae of an Einstein self-dual non-Rii
at 4 manifold as well as the reetor spae of a paraquaternioni Kähler manifold admit
both Nearly paraKähler and almost paraKähler strutures. We present homogeneous as
well as non loally homogeneous examples of 6-dimensional almost paraKähler and Nearly
paraKähler manifolds. However, all our examples of Nearly paraKähler 6-manifolds are Ein-
stein spaes with non-zero salar urvature. To the best of the author's knowledge there are
no known examples of Rii at 6-dimensional Nearly paraKähler manifolds.
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2. Preliminaries
Let V be a real vetor spae of even dimension 2n. An endomorphism P : V → V is alled
a paraomplex struture on V if P 2 = 1 and the eigenspaes V +1, V −1 orresponding to the
eigenvalues 1 and −1, respetively are of the same dimension n, V = V + ⊕ V −. Consider
the algebra
A = {x+ ǫy, x, y ∈ R, ǫ2 = 1}
of paraomplex numbers over R. As in the ordinary omplex ase, An is identied with
(R2n, P ), where Pv = ǫv. P is alled the anonial paraomplex struture on R2n.
The notions of (almost) paraomplex, paraHermitian, para-holomorphi, et., objets are
dened in the usual way over the paraomplex numbers A, instead of the omplex numbers
C. A survey on paraomplex geometry is presented in [24℄.
A (1,1)-tensor led P on an 2n-dimensional smooth manifold M is said to be an almost
produt struture if P 2 = 1. In this ase the pair (M,P ) is alled almost produt manifold.
An almost paraomplex manifold is an almost produt manifold (M,P ) suh that the two
eigenbundles T+M and T−M assoiated with the two eigenvalues ±1 of P have the same
rank. Equivalently, a splitting of the tangent bundle TM = TM+⊕TM− of the subbundles
TM± of the same ber dimension is alled an almost paraomplex struture. A smooth
setion of TM+ is alled (1,0)-vetor eld while a smooth setion of TM− is said to be
(0,1)-vetor eld with respet to the almost paraomplex struture. Suh a struture my
alternatively be dened as a G-struture on M with struture group GL(n,R)×GL(n,R).
The Nijenhuis tensor N of P is dened by [66℄
4N(X,Y ) = [PX,PY ] + [X,Y ]− P [PX, Y ]− P [X,PY ].
The struture P is said to be paraomplex if N = 0 [51℄ whih is equivalent to the distri-
butions on M dened by TM± to be both ompletely integrable [47℄. The paraomplex
manifold an also be haraterized by the existene of an atlas with paraholomorphi o-
ordinate maps i.e. the oordinate maps satisfying the para-Cauhy-Riemann equations [51℄
(see also [47℄).
An almost paraHermitian manifold (M,P, g) is a smooth manifold endowed with an al-
most paraomplex struture P and a pseudo-Riemannian metri g ompatible in the sense
that
g(PX, Y ) + g(X,PY ) = 0.
It follows that the metri g is neutral, i.e. it has signature (n,n) and the eigenbundles TM±
are totally isotropi with respet to g. Equivalently, an almost paraHermitian manifold is
a smooth manifold whose struture group an be redued to the real representation of the
para-unitary group
U(n,A) ∼=



 A 0
0 (A−1)t

 , A ∈ GL(n,R)


isomorphi to GL(n,R).
Let e1, ..., en, en+1 = Pe1, ..., e2n = Pen be an orthonormal basis and denote ǫi =
sign(g(ei, ei)) = ±1, ǫi = 1, i = 1, ..., n, ǫj = −1, j = n+ 1, ..., 2n.
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The fundamental 2-form F of an almost paraHermitian manifold is dened by
F (X,Y ) = g(X,PY ).
The ovariant derivative of F with respet to the Levi-Civita onnetion ∇g is expressed in
terms of dF and N in the following way (see e.g. [47℄)
2(∇gF )(X ;Y, Z) = −2g((∇gXP )Y, Z) =(2.1)
dF (X,Y, Z) + dF (X,PY, PZ) + 4N(PX ;Y, Z).
The Lee form θ is dened by θ = δF ◦P , where δ = −∗ d∗ is the o-dierential with respet
to g. For 1-form α we use the notation Pα(X) = −α(PX). Thus, θ = PδF . We also have
θ(X) =
2n∑
i=1
ǫi(∇
gF )(ei; ei, PX) =
1
2
2n∑
i=1
dF (ei, P ei, X) =
n∑
i=1
dF (ei, P ei, X).
Almost paraHermitian manifolds are lassied with respet to the deomposition in in-
variant and irreduible subspaes, under the ation of the strutural group U(n,A), of the
vetor spae of tensors satisfying the same symmetries as∇gF [12, 30℄. We reall the dening
onditions of some of the lasses:
- ∇gF = 0⇔ dF = 0, para-Kähler manifolds;
- N = 0⇔ (∇gPXP )PY + (∇
g
XP )Y = 0, paraHermitian manifolds [56℄;
- (∇gXP )X = 0, Nearly paraKähler manifolds;
- dF = 0, almost paraKähler manifolds;
- dF = θ ∧ F, dθ = 0, paraHermitian manifolds loally onformally equivalent to
paraKähler spaes [30, 14℄.
Examples of almost paraHermitian manifolds inluding the non-ompat hyperboli Hopf
and hyperboli Calabi-Ekmann manifolds [13℄ are olleted in [24℄. Another soure of
examples omes from the k-symmetri spaes, i.e. homogeneous spaes dened by a Lie
group automorphism of order k [10℄. Almost paraHermitian manifolds are also alled almost
bi-Lagrangian [44, 48℄. They arise in relation with the existene of Killing spinors of an
indenite neutral metri [48℄.
3. ParaHermitian onnetions
A linear onnetion ∇ on an almost paraHermitian manifold (M, g, P ) is said to be
paraHermitian onnetion, if it preserves the paraHermitian struture, i.e. ∇g = ∇P = 0.
In this setion we dene anonial paraHermitian onnetions in a (formally) similar way
as it was done in [33℄ for an almost Hermitian manifold.
We start with type deomposition of an element B ∈ Λ2(TM). Denote g(X,B(Y, Z)) :=
B(X ;Y, Z). Let Bi(B) : Λ2(TM)→ Λ3 be the Bianhi projetor
3Bi(B)(X ;Y, Z) = B(X ;Y, Z) +B(Y ;Z,X) +B(Z;X,Y ).
Further, we say that B is
- of type (1,1) if B(PX,PY)=-B(X,Y);
- of type (0,2) if B(PX,Y)=-PB(X,Y);
- of type (2,0) if B(PX,Y)=PB(X,Y).
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We will denote the orresponding type-subspaes by Λ1,1, Λ0,2, Λ2,0, respetively, suh that
B = B1,1 ⊕B0,2 ⊕B2,0. The projetions are given by
B1,1(X,Y ) =
1
2
(B(X,Y )−B(PX,PY )) ,
B0,2(X,Y ) =
1
4
(B(X,Y ) + B(PX,PY )− PB(PX, Y )− PB(X,PY )) ,
B2,0(X,Y ) =
1
4
(B(X,Y ) +B(PX,PY ) + PB(PX, Y ) + PB(X,PY ))
We dene an involution In : Λ2(TM)→ Λ2(TM) by In(B)(X ;Y, Z, ) = B(X ;PY, PZ).
We may onsider a 3-form ψ as a totally skew-symmetri setion of Λ2(TM). It thus
admits two dierent type deomposition:
1. deomposition as a 3-form: ψ = ψ+ ⊕ ψ−, where ψ+ denotes the (1,2)+(2,1)-part
and ψ−-the (3,0)+(0,3)-part of ψ given by
ψ+(X,Y, Z) =
1
4
(3ψ(X,Y, Z)− ψ(X,PY, PZ)− ψ(PX, Y, PZ)− ψ(PX,PY, Z)) ,
ψ−(X,Y, Z) =
1
4
(ψ(X,Y, Z) + ψ(X,PY, PZ) + ψ(PX, Y, PZ) + ψ(PX,PY, Z)) .
2. A type deomposition as an element of Λ2(TM).
The two deompositions are related by ψ− = ψ0,2, ψ+ = ψ2,0 + ψ1,1.
Let ∇ be any paraHermitian onnetion. Then we have
(3.2) g(∇XY, Z)− g(∇
g
XY, Z) = A(X ;Y, Z),
where A ∈ Λ2(TM) sine ∇g = 0.
The torsion of ∇, T (X,Y ) = ∇XY −∇YX −∇[X,Y ] ∈ Λ
2(TM) and
(3.3) T = −A+ 3Bi(A), A = −T +
3
2
Bi(T ), Bi(A) =
1
2
Bi(T ).
We determine ∇ in terms of its torsion.
Denote daF (X,Y, Z) := −dF (PX,PY, PZ) we obtain easily the following
Proposition 3.1. On an almost paraHermitian manifold we have:
a) The Nijenhuis tensor is of type (0,2). In partiular it is trae-free, tr(N) = 0.
The skew-symmetri part of N is given by
(3.4) Bi(N) =
1
3
(daF )−;
b) The omponent (∇gF )1,1 = 0.
) The omponent (∇gF )0,2 is determined by N :
(∇gF )0,2(X ;Y, Z) = dF−(X,Y, Z) + 2N(PX ;Y, Z) =(3.5)
N(PX ;Y, Z)−N(PY ;Z,X)−N(PZ;X,Y ).
d) The omponent (∇gF )2,0 is determined by dF+:
(3.6) (∇gF )2,0(X ;Y, Z) =
1
2
(
dF+(X,Y, Z) + dF+(X,PY, PZ)
)
We desribe the paraHermitian onnetions in the next
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Theorem 3.2. Let ∇ be a paraHermitian onnetion. Then
(3.7) T 0,2 = −N, Bi(T 2,0)−Bi(T 1,1) = −
1
3
(daF )+
For any 3-form ψ+ of type (1,2)+(2,1) and any setion Bb of Λ
1,1(TM) satisfying
Bi(Bb) = 0 there exists a unique paraHermitian onnetion whose torsion T is given by
the formula
(3.8) T = −N −
1
8
(daF )+ −
3
8
In(daF )+ +
9
8
ψ+ +
3
8
In(ψ+) +Bb.
The orresponding paraHermitian onnetion is then equal to ∇g+A, where A is obtained
from T by (3.3).
Proof. Sine ∇P = 0 we get the rst equality in (3.7) by straightforward alulations.
We alulate T 2,0 − T 1,1 = N + In(T ), 3Bi(In(T )) = −daF . Apply (3.4) to derive
3
(
Bi(T 2,0)−Bi(T 1,1)
)
= −daF + (daF )− = −(daF )+ whih ompletes the proof of (3.7).
Denote by ψ+ the (1,2)+(2,1)-form Bi(T 2,0) +Bi(T 1,1) and use (3.7) to get
(3.9) Bi(T 2,0) =
1
2
(
ψ+ −
1
3
(daF )+
)
, Bi(T 1,1) =
1
2
(
ψ+ +
1
3
(daF )+
)
.
A linear onnetion ∇ preserves the almost paraomplex struture if and only if A satises
A(X ;PY,Z) + A(X ;Y, PZ) = (∇gF )(X ;Y, Z). By means of (3.3) the last equality is
equivalent to
−T (X ;PY,Z)− T (X ;Y, PZ) +
3
2
(Bi(T )(X ;PY,Z) +Bi(T )(X ;Y, PZ)) =(3.10)
= (∇gF )(X ;Y, Z).
The rst onsequene of (3.9) and (3.10) is that the (1,1)-part of T whih satises the
Bianhi identity is free, denote it by T 1,1b = Bb. Take the (0,2) and (2,0) parts of (3.10),
apply (3.5), (3.6) and use (3.7), (3.9) to get formula (3.8). 
Corollary 3.3. Let (M, g, P ) be a 2n-dimensional almost paraHermitian manifold. There
exists paraHermitian onnetion on M with totally skew-symmetri torsion if an only if the
Nijenhuis tensor is totally skew-symmetri. In this ase the onnetion is unique and the
torsion T is given by
(3.11) T = (daF )+ −N
Proof. Assume T is a 3-form. Then N is a 3-form due to (3.7) and Bb = 0. We laim
ψ+ = (daF )+. Indeed, ψ+ = 34T +
1
4d
aF . On the other hand, ψ+ = Bi(T 2,0) +Bi(T 1,1) =
T +N = T + 13 (d
aF )−. Hene, the laim follows. Substituting ψ+ = (daF )+ into (3.8) we
get (3.11). The orollary follows from Theorem 3.2 
We shall all this onnetion the Bismut onnetion.
Denition 3.4. A paraHermitian onnetion is alled anonial if its torsion T satises the
following onditions
(3.12) T 1,1b = 0, (Bi(T ))
+ = −
2t− 1
3
(daF )+
for some real parameter t. We denote the orresponding onnetion by ∇t.
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Combining (3.8) with (3.12) we get that the torsion T t of ∇t is given by
T t = −N −
3t− 1
4
(daF )+ −
t+ 1
4
In(daF )+.
Any anonial onnetion is onneted with the Levi-Civita onnetion by
g(∇tXY, Z) = g(∇
g
XY, Z)−
1
2
g(∇gXP )(PY,Z)−(3.13)
t
4
(
(daF )+(X,Y, Z)− (daF )+(X,PY, PZ)
)
.
The paraHermitian onnetion with torsion 3-form is the anonial onnetion given by
t = −1. Another remarkable onnetion is the anonial onnetion obtained for t = 0 [67℄,
g(∇0XY, Z) = g(∇
g
XY, Z)−
1
2
g(∇gXP )(PY,Z), T
0 = −N +
1
4
(daF )+ −
1
4
In(daF )+.
Note that if dF+ = 0 then the real line of the anonial onnetions degenerates to a
point ∇0 with torsion T 0 = −N . Almost paraHermitian manifolds satisfying the ondition
dF+ = 0 are alled quasi-paraKähler or (1,2)-sympleti. In view of Proposition 3.1, quasi-
paraKähler manifolds are haraterized by [67℄, (∇gPXF )(PY,Z)− ((∇
g
XF )(Y, Z) = 0.
3.1. Canonial onnetion on paraHermitian manifold. We apply our previous dis-
ussion to a paraHermitian manifold, N = 0.
Theorem 3.5. Let (M, g, P ) be a 2n-dimensional paraHermitian manifold.
a) There exists a unique paraHermitian onnetion ∇1 on M with torsion
T 1 ∈ Λ2,0(TM) i.e. T 1 satises
T 1(PX, Y ) = PT 1(X,Y ).
This onnetion is the anonial onnetion obtained by t = 1 and given by
(3.14) g(∇1XY, Z) = g(∇
g
XY, Z)−
1
2
dF (PX, Y, Z).
b) The urvature R1 := [∇1,∇1]−∇1[,] is of type (1,1) in the sense that
R1(PX,PY ) = −R1(X,Y ).
Proof. From N = 0 we get (daF )− = 0, daF = (daF )+. Apply Theorem 3.2. We have
Bb = 0, ψ
+ = Bi(T ) = − 13d
aF sine T 1 ∈ Λ2,0(TM). Hene, this is the anonial onnetion
obtained for t = 1 whih proves a).
To prove b) we onsider the paraomplex oordinate system (x1, ..., xn, x¯1, ...x¯n) around
a point p ∈ M suh that ∂
∂x1
, ..., ∂
∂xn
is an +-eigen-basis of TpM
+
and
∂
∂x¯1
, ..., ∂
∂x¯n
is an
−-eigen-basis of TpM
−
, i.e. P ∂
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
, P ∂
∂x¯i
= − ∂
∂x¯i
. Then the metri and the funda-
mental 2-form are given by g = 2gij¯dx
idxj¯ , F = Fij¯dx
i ∧ dxj¯ , Fij¯ = −Fj¯i = −gij¯ .
Summation in repeated indexes is always assumed. We use the following onvention: For
a tensor K of type (p,q), the symbol K
j1,...,j¯p
i1,...i¯q
means K
j¯1,...,jp
i¯1,...iq
.
We derive easily the expressions
dFijk = dFi¯j¯k¯ = 0, dFijk¯ =
∂gik¯
∂xj
−
∂gjk¯
∂xi
, dFi¯j¯k =
∂gkj¯
∂xi¯
−
∂gki¯
∂xj¯
= −dFijk¯ .
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Due to the Koszul formula, the loal omponents Γkij of the Levi-Civita onnetion are given
by
Γkij =
1
2
gks¯
(
∂gis¯
∂xj
+
∂gjs¯
∂xi
)
, Γk¯i¯j¯ =
1
2
gk¯s
(
∂gi¯s
∂xj¯
+
∂gj¯s
∂xi¯
)
,(3.15)
Γkij¯ =
1
2
gks¯dFj¯ s¯i = Γ
k
j¯i, Γ
k¯
ij¯ =
1
2
gsk¯dFsij¯ = Γ
k¯
j¯i, Γ
k¯
ij = Γ
k
i¯j¯ = 0.
The loal omponents Ckij of ∇
1
are alulated from (3.14) and (3.15)
(3.16) Ckij = g
ks¯ ∂gjs¯
∂xi
, C k¯i¯j¯ = g
sk¯
∂gsj¯
∂xi¯
, Ckij¯ = C
k
i¯j = C
k¯
ij = C
k
i¯j¯ = C
k¯
ij¯ = C
k¯
i¯j = 0
The urvature tensor R1 has the property R1 ◦ P = P ◦R1 sine ∇1P = 0. To prove b) it
is suient to show R1
ijkl¯
= R1
i¯j¯k¯l
= 0 whih is a diret onsequene of (3.16). 
Further we shall all ∇1 the Chern onnetion. This onnetion oinides with the anon-
ial ompatible onnetion of the tangent bundle viewed as a paraHermitian, paraholomor-
phi bundle of rank n dened in [28℄.
Corollary 3.6. The urvature Rg of the Levi-Civita onnetion of a paraHermitian manifold
satises the identities
Rgijkl = R
g
i¯j¯k¯l¯
= 0,
equivalently
Rg(X,Y, Z, V ) +Rg(PX,PY, PZ, PV ) +Rg(X,Y, PZ, PV ) +Rg(X,PY, Z, PV )+
Rg(X,PY, PZ, V ) +Rg(PX,PY, Z, V ) +Rg(PX, Y, PZ, V ) +Rg(PX, Y, Z, PV ) = 0.
The urvature R1 and the torsion T 1 of the Chern onnetion are given by
R1
ij¯kl¯
= −gsl¯
∂Csik
∂xj¯
= −gsl¯
∂
∂xj¯
(
gsm¯
∂gkm¯
∂xi
)
, Tk¯ij = dFijk¯ .
3.2. Rii forms of the anonial onnetions. For a linear onnetion∇ with urvature
tensor R on an almost paraHermitian manifold of dimension 2n we have Rii type tensors:
- the Rii tensor ρ(X,Y ) :=
∑2n
i=1 ǫiR(ei, X, Y, ei);
- the *-Rii tensor ρ∗(X,Y ) :=
∑2n
i=1 ǫiR(ei, X, PY, Pei);
- the Rii form r(X,Y ) := − 12
∑2n
i=1 ǫiR(X,Y, ei, P ei) = −
∑n
i=1 R(X,Y, ei, P ei).
The salar urvatures are dened to be the orresponding trae:
- the salar urvature s = trgρ =
∑2n
i=1 ǫiρ(ei, ei),,
- the ∗-salar urvature s∗ = trgρ
∗ = 2
∑2n
i=1 ǫiρ(ei, ei),
- the trae of the Rii form τ = trgr =
∑n
i,j=1 r(ei, P ei).
For the Levi-Civita onnetion, we have the properties (see [56℄)
ρg∗(X,Y ) = rg(X,PY ), ρg∗(X,Y ) + ρg∗(PY, PX) = 0 and onsequently, sg∗ = τg .
To nd relations between the Rii forms of the anonial Hermitian onnetion we on-
sider the paraholomorphi anonial bundle Λn
A
(TM). Any linear onnetion preserving the
struture P , i.e. preserving the eigensubbubdles TM+ and TM−, indues a onnetion on
the line bundle Λn
A
(TM) with urvature equal to (-) its Rii form. Let s be a setion of
Λn
A
(TM). From (3.13) we infer that ∇ts = ∇0s+ t2Pθ⊗ s. Consequently r
t = r0− t2d(Pθ).
In partiular the Rii forms of the Bismut and Chern onnetion are related by
(3.17) r−1 = r1 + d(Pθ).
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4. ParaHermitian 4-manifold
In this setion we nd a paraHermitian analogue of the Apostolov-Gauduhon general-
ization [6℄ of the Goldberg-Sahs theorem in General Relativity (see e.g. [57℄). We prove
the result using the properties of the Chern onnetion.
Let (M, g) be an oriented pseudo-Riemannian 4-manifold with neutral metri g of signa-
ture (+,+,−,−). This is equivalent, on one hand to the existing of an almost paraomplex
struture, and on the other hand, to the existene of two kinds of almost omplex strutures.
In a ompat ase the seond property leads to topologial obstrution to the existene of
neutral metri expressed in terms of the signature and the Euler harateristi [53℄.
The bundle Λ2M of real 2-forms of a neutral Riemannian 4-manifold splits
(4.18) Λ2M = Λ+M ⊕ Λ−M,
where Λ+M , resp. Λ−M is the bundle of self-dual, resp. anti-self-dual 2-forms, i.e. the
eigen-sub-bundle with respet to the eigenvalue +1, resp. −1, of the Hodge ∗-operator
ating as an involution on Λ2M . We also may onsider the onneted omponent SO+(2, 2)
of the struture group SO(2, 2). This group has the splitting SO+(2, 2) = SL(2) × SL(2)
whih denes two real vetor bundles (of rank 2) S+ and S− and TM = S+ ⊕ S− whih
indues the splitting (4.18).
We will freely identify vetors and o-vetors via the metri g.
The self-dual part W+ = 12 (W + ∗W ) of the Weyl tensor W is viewed as a setion of the
bundle W+ = Sym0Λ
+M of symmetri traeless endomorphisms of Λ+M .
Let P be an almost paraomplex struture ompatible with the metri g suh that (g, P )
denes an almost paraHermitian struture. Then the fundamental 2-form F is a setion of
Λ+M and has onstant norm 2. Conversely, any smooth setion of Λ+M with onstant norm
2 is the fundamental 2-form of an almost paraomplex struture. Our onsiderations in this
setion are omplementary to that in [5℄ in the sense that a setion of Λ+M with norm −2
an be onsidered as a Kähler form of an almost omplex struture, the ase investigated in
[5℄.
We have the following orthogonal splitting for Λ+M
(4.19) Λ+M = R.F ⊕ Λ+0 M,
where Λ+0 = Λ
0,2M⊕Λ2,0M denotes the bundle of P -invariant real 2-forms φ, φ(PX,PY ) =
φ(X,Y ).
In aordane with (4.19) the bundle W+ splits into three piees as follows:
W+ =W+1 ⊕W
+
2 ⊕W
+
3 ,
where
- W+1 =M×R is the sub-bundle of elements preserving (4.19) and ating by the ho-
mothety on the two fators, hene the trivial line bundle generating by the elements
3
4F ⊗ F −
1
2 id;
- W+2 is the sub-bundle of elements whih exhange the two fators in (4.19): eah
element φ ∈ Λ+0 M is identied with the element
1
2 (F ⊗ φ+ φ⊗ F );
- W+3 is the subbundle of elements preserving the splitting (4.19) and ats trivially
on the rst fator R.F , i.e. it is the spae of those endomorphisms of Λ+0 whih are
P -invariant.
Thus, W+ an be written in the form
(4.20) W+ = f
(
3
4
F ⊗ F −
1
2
id
)
+
1
2
(F ⊗ φ+ φ⊗ F ) +W+3 ,
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where f is some real funtion.
In dimension 4 the Lee form θ determines dF ompletely by
(4.21) dF = θ ∧ F.
In partiular, dθ is trae-free,
∑2
i=1 dθ(ei, P ei) = 0. Hene, the self-dual part dθ
+
of dθ is a
setion of Λ+0 M .
To any 4-dimensional almost paraHermitian manifold with a Lee form θ one an assoiate
the anonial Weyl struture, i.e. a torsion-free onnetion ∇w determined by the equation
∇wg = θ ⊗ g. The onformal salar urvature k of an almost paraHermitian struture is
dened to be the salar urvature of the anonial Weyl struture with respet to the metri
g. Then (see e.g. [32℄)
(4.22) k = s−
3
2
(g(θ, θ) + 2δθ) .
The onformal salar urvature is onformally invariant of weight −2, i.e. if g′ = f−2g then
k′ = f2k.
4.1. Curvature of paraHermitian 4-manifold. Let (M, g, P ) be a 4-dimensional para-
Hermitian manifold. The Chern onnetion ∇1 and the Levi-Civita onnetion are related
by g(∇1XY, Z) = g(∇
g
XY, Z)−
1
2 (θ ∧ F )(PX, Y, Z) due to (3.14) and (4.21). Consequently,
R1(X,Y, Z, V ) = Rg(X,Y, Z, V )−
1
2
d(Pθ)(X,Y )F (V, Z)+(4.23)
1
2
(L(Y, Z)g(V,X)− L(X,Z)g(V, Y ) + L(X,V )g(Y, Z)− L(Y, V )g(Z,X)) ,
where the tensor L has the form
(4.24) L(X,Y ) = (∇gXθ)Y +
1
2
θ(X)θ(Y )−
1
4
g(θ, θ)g(X,Y ).
The urvature R1 is of type (1,1) aording to Theorem 3.5. Then (4.23),(4.24) imply, in
loal paraholomorphi oordinates, that
Rg
ijkl¯
= −
1
2
(
Ljkgil¯ − Likgjl¯ + dθijgkl¯
)
, Rg
i¯j¯k¯l
= Rg
ijkl¯
;(4.25)
Rg
ijk¯l¯
= −
1
2
(
Ljk¯gil¯ − Lik¯gjl¯ − Ljl¯gik¯ + Lil¯gjk¯
)
, Rg
i¯j¯kl
= Rg
ijk¯l¯
,
Lij = ∇
g
i θj +
1
2
θiθj , Lij¯ = ∇
g
i θj¯ +
1
2
θiθj¯ −
1
4
|θ|2gij¯ .
We take the traes in (4.23), (4.25), (3.17) and use (4.22) to get our tehnial
Proposition 4.1. The Rii tensors and the salar urvatures of a 4-dimensional paraHer-
mitian manifold satisfy the onditions
ρgjk = R
g
ijki¯
+Rg
ikji¯
= −
1
2
(
∇gjθk +∇
g
kθj + θjθk
)
, ρg
j¯k¯
= ρgjk,
ρg∗jk = −R
g
ijki¯
+Rg
ikji¯
= −
1
2
dθjk, ρ
g∗
j¯k¯
= ρg∗jk
ρg
jk¯
+ ρg∗
jk¯
= 2Rg
ijk¯i¯
=
(
1
2
δθ +
1
4
g(θ, θ)
)
gjk¯,
s+ s∗ = 2δθ + g(θ, θ),
k = −
1
2
(s+ 3s∗) = −τ−1.
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In partiular, the onformal salar urvature is equal to (−) the trae of the Rii form of
the Bismut onnetion. Therefore, the trae of the Rii form of the Bismut onnetion is a
onformal invariant of weight −2.
We note that the expression of the (1,1)-part of the sum of the two Rii tensors and the
formula for the sum of the two salar urvatures in Proposition 4.1 were obtained in [56℄.
The struture of W+ on a 4-dimensional paraHermitian manifold is similar to that of the
Hermitian manifold presented in [6℄. We desribed it in the following
Lemma 4.2. On a 4-dimensional paraHermitian manifold the third omponent W+3 of W
+
vanishes identially and the positive Weyl tensor is given by
(4.26) W+ =
k
8
F ⊗ F −
k
12
id−
1
4
ψ ⊗ F −
1
4
F ⊗ ψ,
where the two form ψ is determined by the self-dual part of dθ+, ψij = dθij .
Proof. On a 4-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold the Weyl tensor is expressed in
terms of the normalized Rii tensor h = − 12
(
ρ− s6g
)
as follows
W (X,Y, Z, V ) = Rg(X,Y, Z, V )− h(X,Z)g(Y, V )+(4.27)
h(Y, Z)g(X,V )− h(Y, V )g(X,Z) + h(X,V )g(Y, Z).
The ondition W+3 = 0 is a onsequene of (4.27) and Corollary 3.6, due to the relation
Wijkl = R
g
ijkl = 0. Aording to (4.20) we have W (F ) = W
+(F ) = fF + ψ. We alulate
from (4.27) applying Proposition 4.1 that
Wijkk¯ = −
1
2
dθij , Wij¯kk¯ =
k
6
gij¯ .
Hene, the lemma follows. 
Another glane at (3.17) leads to the expression r−1ij = −dθij , r
−1
i¯j¯
= dθi¯j¯ sine the Rii
form of the Chern onnetion is of type (1,1). The last equalities and Lemma 4.2 imply
Proposition 4.3. A 4-dimensional paraHermitian manifold is anti-self-dual (W+ = 0) if
and only if the Rii form of the Bismut onnetion is an anti-self-dual 2-form.
Consider the o-dierential of the positive Weyl tensor δW+ as an element of Λ20(T
∗M).
Then we have the splitting
δW+ = (δW+)+ ⊕ (δW+)−,
where (δW+)+ is a setion of Λ
(2,0)+(1,1)
0 (T
∗M) while (δW+)− is a setion of Λ0,20 (T
∗M). In
partiular, (δW+)− = 0 if and only if the o-dierential of the whole Weyl tensor vanishes
on any three (1,0)-vetors.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. The equivalene a) ⇔ b) is proved in Lemma 4.2.
The seond Bianhi identity reads as
δW (X ;Y, Z) = (∇gY h)(Z,X)− (∇
g
Zh)(Y,X)
On (1,0) vetors it gives due to (3.15) that
(4.28) (δW+)(X1,0;Y 1,0, Z1,0) = (∇g
Y 1,0
ρ)(Z1,0, X1,0)− (∇g
Z1,0
ρ)(Y 1,0, X1,0).
Assume dθij = 0. Then Proposition 4.1, the Rii identities and (4.25) imply ∇
g
i ρjk −
∇gjρik = 0. Hene, (δW
+)− = 0 due to (4.28). The impliation a) ⇒ ) is proved.
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Let (δW+)− = 0. The loal omponents of the Chern onnetion and its torsion tensor
are given by
Ckij = Γ
k
ij +
1
2
(θiδ
k
j − θjδ
k
i ), T
k
ij = θiδ
k
j − θjδ
k
i .
The equation (4.28), in terms of the Chern onnetion, takes the form
(4.29) ∇1i ρjk −∇
1
jρik =
3
2
(θjρik − θiρjk) .
The Rii identities for the Chern onnetion, ∇1i∇
1
jθk − ∇
1
j∇
1
i θk = θj∇
1
i θk − θi∇
1
jθk, the
rst equality in Proposition 4.1 and (4.29) yield
∇1i dθjk −∇
1
jdθik = θkdθij −
3
2
(θidθjk − θjdθik).
Make a yli permutation in the latter then add the two and subtrat the third of the
obtained equalities to get
(4.30) ∇1i dθjk = −2θidθjk +
1
2
(θjdθki − θkdθji).
Take the ovariant derivative in (4.30) and apply (4.30) to the obtained result to derive
∇1l∇
1
i dθjk = −2∇
1
l θidθjk +
1
2
(∇1l θjdθki −∇
1
l θkdθji)(4.31)
+4θiθldθjk +
5
4
(θiθjdθlk − θiθkdθlj)− (θjθldθki − θkθldθji)
The Rii identity ∇1i∇
1
jdθkl −∇
1
j∇
1
i dθkl = −θi∇
1
jdθkl + θj∇
1
i dθkl and (4.31) imply
2dθlidθjk +
3
4
(θiθjdθkl + θiθkdθlj − θjθldθki − θkθldθij) =
1
2
(dθij∇
1
l θk + dθki∇
1
l θj − dθkl∇
1
i θj − dθlj∇
1
i θk).
Change l ↔ j, i↔ k into the latter equality and sum up the results to obtain
4dθlidθjk = dθlkdθij + dθljdθki.
From the last equality we easily infer 5dθlidθjk = 0. Hene, dθjk = 0 whih ompletes the
proof of Theorem 1.1. 
We onsider the question of integrability of totally isotropi real 2-plane supplementary
distributions on an oriented 4-dimensional neutral Riemannian manifold. Any suh splitting
of the tangent bundle denes an almost paraomplex struture ompatible with the neutral
metri, suh that we get an almost paraHermitian 4-manifold. The integrability of 2-plane
supplementary distributions is equivalent to the integrability of the almost paraomplex
struture. A neessary ondition is the vanishing of the third omponentW+3 of the positive
Weyl tensor, whih is equivalent to the vanishing of the whole Weyl tensor on the 2-plane
distribution. Note that this is equivalent to the vanishing of the whole urvature on the 2-
plane i.e. the identity in Corollary 3.6 holds. This leads to fourth order polynomial equation
[1℄ (see also [5℄) whih an not have always real-root solutions. In the ase of existene, we
give suient onditions for the integrability of P in the following
Theorem 4.4. Let (M, g) be an oriented neutral Riemannian 4-manifold with nowhere
vanishing positive Weyl tensor W+. Suppose that P is an almost paraomplex struture
suh that W+ vanishes on eah eigen-subbundle determined by P , i.e. the omponent W+3
of W+ with respet to P vanishes. Then any of the two following three onditions imply the
third:
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i) W+2 = 0;
ii) (δW+)− = 0;
iii) the paraomplex struture P is integrable.
Proof. Observe that any smooth setion F of Λ+M with onstant norm 2 is the fundamental
2-form of an almost paraomplex struture. ReplaingM by a two-fold overing, if neessary,
the positive Weyl tensorW+ an be written in the form (4.20), where f is a smooth funtion
and W+3 = 0.
Aording to Theorem 1.1 we have to show that i) and ii) imply iii).
Assume W+2 = 0. Then W
+ = 34fF ⊗ F −
1
2fid. Using the denition of the Lee form,
we alulate easily that
(4.32) (δW+)X =
(
1
2
Pdf(X)−
3
4
fPθ(X)
)
F −
3
4
f∇gPXF +
1
4
(df ∧X + Pdf ∧ PX) .
The (0,2)-part of (4.32) gives 0 = (δW+)− = (∇gF )0,2. Using (3.5) we infer N = 0. 
Corollary 4.5. Let (M, g, P ) be an almost paraHermitian 4-manifold.
i) Suppose W+ 6= 0 everywhere and W+2 = W
+
3 = 0. Then (δW
+)+ = 0 is equivalent
to d
(
|W+|−
2
3F
)
= 0.
ii) Suppose (M, g, P ) is a paraHermitian 4-manifold. If it has nowhere vanishing posi-
tive Weyl tensor then δW+ = 0 if and only if g′ = |W+|−
2
3 g is a paraKähler metri.
The Rii tensor ρg of g is P -anti-invariant if and only if the vetor eld Pgradg′f ,
where f = |W+|−
1
3
is a Killing vetor eld with respet to the paraKähler metri g′.
In partiular, a paraHermitian Einstein 4-manifold is either with everywhere van-
ishing positive Weyl tensor or is globally onformal to a paraKähler spae. In the
latter ase there exists non zero Killing vetor eld with respet to the paraKähler
metri.
Proof. The (2,0)+(1,1)-part of (4.32) yields
(δW+)+X =
3
2
(
1
3
Pdf(X)−
1
2
fPθ(X)
)
F+
+
3
4
[(
1
3
df −
1
2
fθ
)
∧X +
(
1
3
Pdf −
1
2
fPθ
)
∧ PX
]
.
Assume W+2 = 0. Then the funtion f is nowhere vanishing otherwise W
+
will have zeros.
Moreover |W+|2 = (W+(F, F ))2 = 4f2. The equation (δW+)+ = 0 is equivalent to θ =
2
3dlnf . Thus we prove i). The ondition ii) is a onsequene of i) and Theorem 4.4. 
5. Nearly paraKähler manifolds
An almost paraHermitian manifold is alled Nearly paraKähler (nearly bi-Lagrangian) if
the almost paraHermitian struture is not para-Kähler and satises the identity
(∇gXP )X = 0, ⇔ (∇
g
XF )(Y, Z) + (∇
g
Y F )(X,Z) = 0.
An example of nearly paraKählerian 6-manifold is given in [13℄.
We denote the unique anonial onnetion ∇0 on a Nearly paraKähler manifold by ∇.
Applying the statements in Proposition 3.1, we get
Proposition 5.1. A nearly paraKähler manifold is quasi-Kähler, dF+ = 0, the Nijenhuis
tensor N is a 3-form and the torsion T of the unique anonial onnetion is determined by
the Nijenhuis tensor, T = −N = P∇P .
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Many properties of nearly paraKähler manifolds are, in some sense, formally very similar
to these of nearly Kähler manifolds studied mainly by A.Gray [35, 36, 37℄. Below we follow
roughly [37, 50℄ (see also [15℄).
Proposition 5.2. On a nearly paraKähler manifold the following identity holds
(5.33) Rg(X,Y, Z, V ) +Rg(X,Y, PZ, PV ) = g((∇gXP )Y, (∇
g
ZP )V ).
Proof. The nearly paraKähler ondition implies (∇gXP )(Y, PY ) = 0. Then, we get easily
that Rg(X,Y,X, Y ) + Rg(X,Y, PX, PY ) = g((∇gXP )Y, (∇
g
XP )Y ). Polarizing the latter
equality and using Bianhi identity, we obtain (5.33). 
Our ruial result in this setion is the following
Theorem 5.3. On a nearly paraKähler manifold the Nijenhuis tensor is parallel with respet
to the anonial onnetion ∇,
∇N = −∇T = 0.
Proof. The urvature Rg of the Levi-Civita onnetion and the urvature R of the anonial
onnetion are related by
Rg(X,Y, Z, V ) = R(X,Y, Z, V )−
1
2
(∇XT )(Y, Z, V ) +
1
2
(∇Y T )(X,Z, V )(5.34)
−
1
2
g (T (X,Y ), T (Z, V ))−
1
4
g (T (Y, Z), T (X,V ))−
1
4
g (T (Z,X), T (Y, V ))
Sine R ◦ P = P ◦R, the equation (5.34) leads to
Rg(X,Y, Z, V ) +Rg(X,Y, PZ, PV ) =
−(∇XT )(Y, Z, V ) + (∇Y T )(X,Z, V )− g(T (X,Y ), T (Z, V )).
Comparing the latter equality with (5.33), we derive (∇XT )(Y, Z, V )−(∇Y T )(X,Z, V ) = 0.
Take the yli sum and add the result to onlude ∇T = 0. 
Corollary 5.4. On a nearly paraKähler manifold the following identities hold
Rg(X,Y, Z, V ) +Rg(X,Y, PZ, PV ) +Rg(PX, Y, PZ, V ) +Rg(PX, Y, Z, PV ) = 0,
Rg(X,Y, Z, V ) = Rg(PX,PY, PZ, PV );
R(X,Y, Z, V ) = R(Z, V,X, Y ) = −R(PX,PY, Z, V ) = −R(X,Y, PZ, PV );
ρg(PX,PY ) = −ρg(X,Y ), ρg∗(PX,PY ) = −ρg∗(X,Y ) = −ρg∗(Y,X),
ρ(X,Y ) = ρ(Y,X), r(PX,PY ) = −r(X,Y ),
ρg(X,Y )− ρ(X,Y ) =
1
2
n∑
i=1
g(T (X, ei), T (Y, ei)),(5.35)
ρg(X,Y ) + ρg∗(X,Y ) = 2
n∑
i=1
g(T (X, ei), T (Y, ei)),(5.36)
ρg∗(X,Y ) = rg(X,PY ) = r(X,PY )−
1
2
n∑
i=1
g(T (X, ei), T (Y, ei)),(5.37)
3ρg(X,Y )− ρg∗(X,Y ) = 4ρ(X,Y ),(5.38)
ρg(X,Y ) + 5ρg∗(X,Y ) = 4r(X,PY ).(5.39)
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Proof. Put ∇T = 0 into (5.34) to get
Rg(X,Y, Z, V ) = R(X,Y, Z, V )(5.40)
−
1
2
g (T (X,Y ), T (Z, V ))−
1
4
g (T (Y, Z), T (X,V ))−
1
4
g (T (Z,X), T (Y, V ))
All the identities in the orollary are easy onsequenes of (5.40) 
5.1. Nearly paraKähler manifolds of dimension 6. We reall that a nearly paraKähler
manifold is said to be of onstant type α ∈ R if
(5.41) g((∇gXP )Y, (∇
g
XP )Y ) = α
(
g(X,X)g(Y, Y )− g2(X,Y ) + g2(PX, Y )
)
.
In the Nearly Kähler ase the onstant type ondition (with positive onstant α) ours only
in dimension 6 and any 6-dimensional Nearly Kähler manifold is an Einstein manifold with
positive salar urvature [37℄. It is observed in [48℄ that in the Nearly paraKähler ase the
onstant type phenomena ours but the zero-value of α an not be exluded. We desribe
the struture of the Rii tensor in the next
Theorem 5.5. Any 6-dimensional nearly paraKähler manifold is an Einstein manifold of
onstant type α ∈ R and the following relations hold
ρg = 5αg, ρg∗ = −αg, ρ = 4αg.(5.42)
Consequently, the Riemannian salar urvature sg = 30α.
In partiular, if α = 0 then the manifold is Rii at.
Proof. Let e1, e2, e3, P e1, P e2, P e3 be an orthonormal loal basis of smooth vetor elds.
The torsion T of the anonial onnetion (or equivalently, the Nijenhuis tensor N) is a
3-form of type (3,0)+(0,3). Therefore we may write T (e1, e2) = ae3 + bPe3, where a and b
are smooth funtions whih turn to be onstants beause the torsion is ∇-parallel. It is easy
to alulate that (5.41) holds with α = a2 − b2. Moreover, we get the formula
(5.43)
3∑
i=1
g(T (X, ei), T (Y, ei)) = 2(a
2 − b2)g(X,Y ) = 2αg(X,Y ).
The Nearly paraKähler ondition implies (a, b) 6= (0, 0). In partiular, the (3,0)+(0,3)-form
T is non-degenerate. On the other hand, ∇T = 0, due to Theorem 5.3. Hene, the Rii 2-
form of the anonial onnetion vanishes as a urvature of a at line bundle. The ondition
r = 0 and Corollary 5.4 ompletes the proof. 
Remark 5.6. Using similar arguments as in the Nearly Kähler situation [37℄ we derive that
a Nearly paraKähler manifold of non-zero onstant type has to be of dimension 6.
6. Examples, twistors and refletors on paraquaternioni manifolds
To obtain examples of Nearly paraKähler manifolds we involve twistor mahinery. We
are going to adapt Salamon's twistor onstrution on quaternioni manifolds [60, 61, 62℄ to
the paraquaternioni spaes.
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6.1. Paraquaternioni manifolds. Both quaternions H and paraquaternions H˜ are real
Cliord algebras, H = C(2, 0), H˜ = C(1, 1) ∼= C(0, 2). In other words, the algebra H˜
of paraquaternions is generated by the unity 1 and the generators J1, J2, J3 satisfying the
paraquaternioni identities,
(6.44) J21 = J
2
2 = −J
2
3 = 1, J1J2 = −J2J1 = J3.
We reall the notion of almost paraquaternioni manifold introdued by Libermann [51℄.
An almost quaternioni struture of the seond kind on a smooth manifold onsists of two
almost produt strutures J1, J2 and an almost omplex struture J3, whih mutually anti-
ommute, i.e. these strutures satisfy the paraquaternioni identities (6.44). Suh a struture
is also alled omplex produt struture [4, 2℄.
An almost hyper-paraomplex struture on a 4n-dimensional manifold M is a triple H˜ =
(Jα), α = 1, 2, 3, where Ja,a = 1, 2 are almost paraomplex strutures Ja : TM → TM ,
and J3 : TM → TM is an almost omplex struture, satisfying the paraquaternioni
identities (6.44). When eah Jα, α = 1, 2, 3 is an integrable struture, H˜ is said to be a
hyper-paraomplex struture on M . Suh a struture is also alled sometimes pseudo-hyper-
omplex [26℄. Any hyper-paraomplex struture admits a unique torsion-free onnetion ∇ob
preserving J1, J2, J3 [4, 2℄ alled the omplex produt onnetion.
In fat an almost hyper-paraomplex struture is hyper-paraomplex if and only if any
two of the three strutures Jα are integrable, due to the following
Proposition 6.1. The Nijenhuis tensors Nα of an almost hyper-paraomplex struture H˜ =
(Jα), α = 1, 2, 3 are related by:
2Nα(X,Y ) = Nβ(JγX, JγY )− JγNβ(JγX,Y )− JγNβ(X, JγY )− J
2
γNβ(X,Y )+
Nγ(JβX, JβY )− JβNγ(JβX,Y )− JβNγ(X, JβY )− J
2
βNγ(X,Y )
Proof. The formula follows by very denitions with long but standard omputations. 
We note that during the preparation of the manusript the formula in the Proposition 6.1
appeared in the ontext of Lie algebras in [22℄.
An almost paraquaternioni struture on M is a rank-3 subbundle P ⊂ End(TM) whih
is loally spanned by an almost hyper-paraomplex struture H˜ = (Jα); suh a loally
dened triple H˜ will be alled admissible basis of P . A linear onnetion D on TM is
alled paraquaternioni onnetion if D preserves P , i.e. there exist loally dened 1-forms
ωα, α = 1, 2, 3 suh that
(6.45) DJ1 = −ω3⊗ J2 + ω2 ⊗ J3, DJ2 = ω3⊗ J1 +ω1⊗ J3, DJ3 = ω2 ⊗ J1 +ω1⊗ J2.
Consequently, the urvature RD of D satises the relations
[RD, J1] = −A3 ⊗ J2 +A2 ⊗ J3,
[RD, J2] = A3 ⊗ J1 +A1 ⊗ J3,(6.46)
[RD, J3] = A2 ⊗ J1 +A⊗ J2,
A1 = dω1 + ω2 ∧ ω3, A2 = dω2 + ω3 ∧ ω1, A3 = dω3 − ω1 ∧ ω2.
An almost paraquaternioni struture is said to be a paraquaternioni if there is a torsion-
free paraquaternioni onnetion.
A P -Hermitian metri is a pseudo Riemannian metri whih is ompatible with the
(almost) hyper-paraomplex struture H˜ = (Jα), α = 1, 2, 3 in the sense that the metri g
is skew-symmetri with respet to eah Jα, α = 1, 2, 3, i.e.
(6.47) g(J1., J1.) = g(J2., J2.) = −g(J3., J3.) = −g(., .).
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The metri g is neessarily of neutral signature (2n,2n). Suh a struture is alled (almost)
hyper-paraHermitian struture.
An almost paraquaternioni (resp. paraquaternioni) manifold with P-Hermitian metri is
alled an almost paraquaternioni Hermitian (resp. paraquaternioni Hermitian) manifold.
If the Levi-Civita onnetion of a paraquaternioni Hermitian manifold is paraquaternioni
onnetion, then the manifold is said to be paraquaternioni Kähler manifold. This ondition
is equivalent to the statement that the holonomy group of g is ontained in Sp(n,R)Sp(1,R)
for n ≥ 2 [31, 64℄. A typial example is the paraquaternioni projetive spae endowed
with the standard paraquaternioni Kähler struture [20℄. Any paraquaternioni Kähler
manifold of dimension 4n ≥ 8 is known to be Einstein with salar urvature s [31, 64℄. If
on a paraquaternioni Kähler manifold there exists an admissible basis (H˜) suh that eah
Jα, α = 1, 2, 3 is parallel with respet to the Levi-Civita onnetion, then the manifold is
said to be hyper-paraKähler. Suh manifolds are also alled hypersympleti [39℄, neutral
hyper-Kähler [46, 29℄. The equivalent haraterization is that the holonomy group of g is
ontained in Sp(n,R) if n ≥ 2 [64℄.
When n ≥ 2, the paraquaternioni ondition, i.e. the existene of torsion-free paraquater-
nioni onnetion is a strong ondition whih is equivalent to the 1-integrability of the asso-
iated GL(n, H˜)Sp(1,R) ∼= GL(2n,R)Sp(1,R)- struture [2, 4℄. Suh a struture is a type
of a para-onformal struture [9℄ as well as a type of generalized hyperomplex struture
[17℄.
6.2. Hyper-paraomplex strutures on 4-manifold. For n = 1 an almost paraquater-
nioni struture is the same as an oriented neutral onformal struture and turns out to
be always paraquaternioni [26, 31, 64, 22℄. The existene of a (loal) hyper-paraomplex
struture is a strong ondition beause of the next
Theorem 6.2. If on a 4-manifold there exists a (loal) hyper-paraomplex struture then
the orresponding neutral onformal struture is anti-self-dual.
Proof. Let (g, (Jα), α = 1, 2, 3) be an almost hyper-paraHermitian struture with funda-
mental 2-form Fα assoiated to eah Jα. Denote by θ1, θ2, θ3 the orresponding Lee forms
(dened by θα = −δFα ◦ J
3
α).
Lemma 6.3. The struture (g, (Jα), α = 1, 2, 3) is a hyper-paraomplex struture, if and
only if the three Lee forms oinide, θ1 = θ2 = θ3.
Proof. The Levi-Civita onnetion satises (6.45). Consequently the Nijenhuis tensors obey
(6.48) Nα = −Bα ⊗ Jβ + Jβ ⊗Bα − JαBα ⊗ Jγ + Jγ ⊗ JαBα, Bα = ωβ − J
3
αωγ .
Simple alulations using (6.45) give
θ1 = −J2ω2 + J3ω3, θ2 = J1ω1 + J3ω3, θ3 = −J2ω2 + J1ω1.
The last three identities and (6.48) yield
J1(θ2 − θ1) = B3, J2(θ2 − θ3) = B1, J3(θ3 − θ1) = B2.
Another glane at (6.48) ompletes the proof of the lemma. 
Suppose that eah Jα, α = 1, 2, 3 is integrable. Denote the ommon Lee form by θ and
take the 3-form T to be the Hodge-dual to θ with respet to g. We have the identities
T = ∗θ = −θ ◦ J1 ∧ F1 = −θ ◦ J2 ∧ F2 = +θ ◦ J3 ∧ F3. Then the Bismut onnetions of the
three strutures oinide, i.e. the linear onnetion ∇b := ∇g+ 12T preserves the metri and
eah Jα, α = 1, 2, 3. Therefore, eah fundamental two form is parallel with respet to this
onnetion, ∇bFα = 0, α = 1, 2, 3. Consequently, the 2-form Φ1 = F2 + F3 is ∇
b
-parallel,
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∇bΦ1 = 0. The 2-form Φ1 is a (2,0)+(0,2)-form with respet to J1. Hene, the Rii form
of the Bismut onnetion vanishes and W+ = 0 due to Proposition 4.3 
Note that the integrability ondition, Lemma 6.3, in the ase of hyper-omplex struture
is due to F.Battaglia and S.Salamon (see [34℄).
The universal over
˜SL(2,R) of the Lie group SL(2,R) admits a disrete subgroup Γ
suh that the quotient spae
˜(SL(2,R)/Γ) is a ompat 3-manifold [54, 59, 63℄. Suh a
spae has to be Seifert bre spae [63℄ and all the quotients are lassied in [59℄. The
ompat 4-manifold M = S1 × ˜(SL(2,R)/Γ) admits a omplex struture and is known as
Kodaira-Thurston surfae modeled on S1 × ˜SL(2,R) [65℄.
6.3. Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let S22(1) = {R
4 ∋ (a, b, c, d) : a2 + b2 − c2 − d2 = 1} be
the unit pseudo-sphere with respet to the standart neutral metri in R4. We onsider the
so-alled hyperboli Hopf manifold R×S22(1) isomorphi to the Lie group R×SL(2,R). The
Lie algebra R × sl(2,R) ∼= gl(2,R) has a basis {W,X, Y, Z} with Z entral and non-zero
brakets given by
[X,Y ] = W, [Y,W ] = −X, [W,X ] = Y .
An almost paraomplex struture on R × SL(2,R) is onstruted in [13℄. The Lie algebra
R× sl(2,R) supports a hyper-paraomplex struture given by [4, 22℄
J3Z = X, J3Y = W, J2Z = Y, J2X = −W .
We pik a ompatible neutral metri g, in the orresponding onformal lass, dened suh
that the basis {W,X, Y, Z} is an orthonormal basis, X,Z have norm 1 while Y,W have norm
−1, g(X,X) = g(Z,Z) = −g(W,W ) = −g(Y, Y ) = 1.
Lemma 6.4. The invariant hyper-paraHermitian struture on R×SL(2,R), desribed above,
is non-at onformally equivalent to a at hyper-paraKähler struture.
More preisely, the Lee form θ = −Z is ∇g-parallel and the omplex produt onnetion
oinides with the Levi-Civita onnetion of the at hyper-paraKähler metri gob = e−tg,
where t is the loal oordinate on R.
Proof. The Koszul formula gives the following non-zero terms:
2∇gXY = W, 2∇
g
YW = −X, 2∇
g
WX = Y,
2∇gXW = −Y, 2∇
g
YX = −W, 2∇
g
WY = X.
It is easy to hek that g is not at and θ = −Z = −dt satises ∇gθ = 0. The Levi-Civita
onnetion of the onformal metri g′ = e−tg is determined by
2∇g
′
AB := 2∇
g
AB − θ(A)B − θ(B)A + g(A,B)θ.
It is straightforward to verify that ∇g
′
preserves J1, J2, J3. Hene, it is the omplex produt
onnetion and the metri g′ is hyper-paraKähler. It is not diult to alulate that the
onnetion ∇g
′
is at whih proves the lemma. 
An (left) invariant Weyl-at hyper-paraHermitian struture on R × SL(2,R) is just the
neutral produt of the standard Lorentz metri of onstant setional urvature on the unit
pseudo-sphere S22(1), indued by the neutral metri on R
4
, and the at metri on R. In
oordinates (x, y, z, t), it has the form
ds2 = (cosh y)2(cosh z)2dxdx+ dtdt− (cosh z)2dydy − dzdz.
The lelft-invariant Weyl-at hyper-paraHermitian struture on R× ˜SL(2,R) desribed in
Lemma 6.4 desends to M = S1 × ˜(SL(2,R)/Γ). The desended struture is not globally
onformal to a hyper-paraKähler struture sine the losed Lee form θ is atually a 1 form on
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the irle S1 and therefore an not be exat. Hene, the proof of Theorem 1.3 is ompleted.

The 4-dimensional Lie algebras admitting a hyper-paraomplex struture were lassied
reently in [22℄. It is shown in [22℄ that exatly 10 types of Lie algebras admit a hyper-
paraomplex struture. Theorem 6.2 tells us that the orresponding neutral metris are
anti-self-dual. We show below that some of them are not onformally at.
Note that all 4-dimensional Lie groups admitting anti-self-dual non Weyl-at Riemannian
metri are lassied in [25℄.
Example 6.5. We reall the onstrution of hyper-paraomplex strutures on some
4-dimensional Lie algebras keeping the notations in [22℄.
i) Consider the solvable Lie algebra PHC5 with a basis {X,Y, Z,W}, non-zero braket
[X,Y ] = X and hyper-paraomplex struture given by
J3Z = W, J3X = Y, J2Z = W, J2X = Y − Z, J2Y = X +W .
Consider the oriented basis A = X, B = Y, C = Y −Z, D = −X−W and pik
a ompatible neutral metri g with non-zero values on the basis {A,B,C,D} given by
g(A,A) = g(B,B) = −g(C,C) = −g(D,D) = 1. The metri g on the orresponding
simply onneted solvable Lie group is onformally hyper-paraKähler (hypersym-
pleti) sine the Lee form θ = B − C is losed and therefore exat. It is anti-self-
dual metri with non-zero Weyl tensor beause its urvature Rg(A,B,C,D) = 1. In
loal oordinates {x, y, z, t}, the metri is given by
ds2 = e2ydxdx + dydy − e−y(dxdt+ dtdx) + (dydz + dzdy).
ii) Consider the solvable Lie algebras PHC6, PHC9, PHC10 dened by non-zero brak-
ets:
PHC6 [X,Y ] = Z, [X,W ] = X + aY + bZ, [W,Y ] = Y
PHC9 [Z,W ] = Z, [X,W ] = cX + aY + bZ, [Y,W ] = Y, c 6= 0
PHC10 [Y,X ] = Z, [W,Z] = cZ, [W,X ] = 12X + aY + bZ, [W,Y ] = (c−
1
2 )Y, c 6= 0
These algebras admit a hyper-paraomplex struture dened by
J3Z = Y, J3X = W, J2Z = Y, J2X = W − Z, J2W = X + Y .
Consider the oriented frame A = X,B = W,C = W−Z,D = −X−Y . A ompatible
metri g is dened suh that the frame {A,B,C,D} is orthonormal with g(A,A) =
g(B,B) = −g(C,C) = −g(D,D) = 1. The Lee forms of these hyper-paraHermitian
strutures are losed and the urvature satises
PHC6 Rg(A,B,C,D) = (1− a);
PHC9 Rg(A,B,C,D) = 12 (2c
2 − 3c− 2ac+ 2a+ 1);
PHC10 Rg(A,B,C,D) = 12 (c
2 + 2ac− c);
Clearly there are onstants (a,b,) suh that the orresponding Lie algebras admit
anti-self-dual neutral metri with non-zero Weyl tensor. For example, let us take
c = −2, a = b = 0 in the Lie algebra PHC9 desribed in Example 6.5, ii). The
Lee form θ = B − C is not ∇g-parallel but losed and the Weyl urvature does
not vanish beause R(A,B,C,D) = 15/2. In oordinates x, y, z, t the left invariant
vetor elds A,B,C,D an be expressed as follows
A = e−2t ∂
∂x
, B = ∂
∂t
, C = ∂
∂t
− et ∂
∂z
, D = −e−2t ∂
∂x
− et ∂
∂y
.
The invariant neutral anti-self-dual metri with non-zero Weyl tensor has the
form
ds2 = e4tdxdx + dtdt− et(dxdy + dydx) + e−t(dtdz + dzdt).
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It turns out that the onformal struture [g] indued by the invariant hyper-paraomplex
struture on the orresponding simply onneted 4-dimensional Lie group is atually gener-
ated by a hyper-paraKähler (hypersympleti) struture, sine the Lee form θ is losed (and
therefore exat) in all 10 possible ases desribed in [22℄. On some of them the Lee form is
zero and the struture is hyper-paraKähler (hypersympleti).
Example 6.6. The solvable Lie group orresponding to the Lie algebra dened in [4℄ and
obtained from PHC9 for c = −1, a = b = 0, posses an invariant hyper-paraKähler
(hypersympleti) struture with non-zero Weyl tensor sine the Lee form vanishes and the
urvature has non-zero value on an orthonormal basis.
Summarizing, we get
Proposition 6.7. Any one of the nine simply onneted solvable Lie groups orresponding
to a solvable 4-dimensional Lie algebra admitting hyper-paraomplex struture supports a
hyper-paraKähler (hypersympleti) struture.
Remark 6.8. The hyper-paraKähler (hypersympleti) strutures on the nine solvable Lie
groups mentioned in Proposition 6.7, are not left-invariant in general. There are left-
invariant hypersympleti struture on exatly four ases aording to the reent lassi-
ation of the hypersympleti 4-dimensional Lie algebras [3℄.
Due to the Malev theorem [52℄, the 4-dimensional nilpotent Lie group H has a disrete
subgroup Γ suh that the quotientM = H/Γ is a ompat nil-manifold, the Kodaira surfae.
It is known that these surfaes admit a hyper-paraKähler (hypersympleti) struture [46℄,
see also [29℄.
Consider the solvable Lie algebra sol41 dened by non-zero brakets:
[X,Y ] = Z, [X,W ] = X, [W,Y ] = Y.
This Lie algebra an be obtained by taking a = b = 0 in the Lie algebra PHC6 desribed
in Example 6.5, ii).
The orresponding solvable Lie group is known to be Sol41. The geometri strutures
modeled on this group appear as one of the possible geometri strutures on 4-manifold [65℄.
The ompat quotients of Sol41 by a disrete group Γ onstitute the Inoe surfaes modeled
on Sol41 [65℄.
6.4. Proof of Theorem 1.4. A hyper-paraomplex struture on the Lie algebra sol41 is
given by
J3Z = Y, J3X = W, J2Z = Y, J2X = W − Z, J2W = X + Y .
Consider the oriented frame A = X,B = W,C = W −Z,D = −X−Y . A ompatible metri
g is dened suh that the frame {A,B,C,D} is orthonormal with g(A,A) = g(B,B) =
−g(C,C) = −g(D,D) = 1. The Lee form θ = B − C is not ∇g-parallel but losed and the
Weyl urvature does not vanish beause R(A,B,C,D) = 1.
In oordinates x, y, z, t, the left invariant vetor elds A,B,C,D on Sol41 an be expressed
as follows
A = e−t ∂
∂x
, B = ∂
∂t
, C = ∂
∂t
− ∂
∂z
, D = −e−t ∂
∂x
− et ∂
∂y
− etx ∂
∂z
.
The left invariant neutral anti-self-dual metri with non-zero Weyl tensor on Sol41 has the
form
ds2 = e2tdxdx + dtdt− (dxdy + dydx) + (dtdz + dzdt)− x(dtdy + dydt).
The left invariant hyper-paraomplex strutures on Sol41, desribed above, desends to
the Inoe surfaes modeled on Sol41. Theorem 6.2 ompletes the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
All loal hyper-paraomplex strutures on 4-manifold, we have presented, are loally
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onformal to hypersympleti strutures. We shall onstrut a loal hyper-paraomplex
struture whih is not onformally equivalent to a hyper-paraKähler (hypersympleti), i.e.
its Lee form dθ 6= 0. We adapt the Ashtekar at all [7℄ formulation of the self-duality Einstein
equations to the ase of neutral metri and modify the Joye's onstrution [45℄ of hyper-
omplex struture from holomorphi funtions.
Example 6.9. Let V1, V2, V3, V4 be a vetor elds on an oriented 4-manifold M forming an
oriented basis for TM at eah point. Then V1, ..., V4 dene a neutral onformal struture [g]
on M . Dene an almost hyper-paraomplex struture (J2, J3) by the equations
J3V1 = −V2, J3V3 = V4, J2V1 = −V4, J2V2 = V3.
Suppose that V1, ..., V4 satisfy the three vetor eld equations
(6.49) [V1, V2] + [V3, V4] = 0, [V1, V3] + [V2, V4] = 0, [V1, V4]− [V2, V3] = 0.
It is easy to hek that these equations imply the integrability of (J2, J3), i.e. (J2, J3) is a
hyper-paraomplex struture whih is ompatible with the neutral onformal struture [g].
Hene, [g] is anti-self-dual, due to Theorem 6.2.
The neutral Ashtekar at all equation (6.49) may be written in a omplex form
(6.50) [V1 + iV2, V1 − iV2] + [V3 + iV4, V3 − iV4] = 0, [V1 + iV2, V3 − iV4] = 0.
Let M be a omplex surfae, let (z1, z2) be loal holomorphi oordinates, and dene
V1, ..., V4 by
V1 + iV2 = f1
∂
∂z1
+ f2
∂
∂z2
, V3 + iV4 = f3
∂
∂z1
+ f4
∂
∂z2
,
where fj is a omplex funtion on M . Substituting into (6.50) we nd the equations are
satised identially if fj is a holomorphi funtion with respet to the omplex struture on
M . So we an onstrut a hyper-paraomplex struture, with the opposite orientation, out
of four holomorphi funtions f1, ..., f4.
Taking f1 = f, f2 = f3 = 0, f4 = 1 we obtain a loal hyper-paraomplex struture.
Consider a partiular neutral metri g ∈ [g] suh that
g(V1, V1) = g(V2, V2) = −g(V3, V3) = −g(V4, V4) = 1, g(Vj, Vk) = 0, j 6= k.
The orresponding ommon Lee form is given by
θ = 1
f
∂f
∂z2
dz2 + 1
f¯
∂¯f¯
∂¯z¯2
dz2.
Then dθ 6= 0 provided ∂f
∂z1
6= 0.
6.5. Twistor and reetor spaes on paraquaternioni Kähler manifold. Consider
the spae H˜1 of imaginary para-quaternions. It is isomorphi to the Lorentz spae R
2
1
with a Lorentz metri of signature (+,+,-) dened by < q, q′ >= −Re(qq′), where q = −q
is the onjugate imaginary paraquaternion. In R21 there are two kinds of 'unit spheres',
namely the pseudo-sphere S21(1) of radius 1 (the 1-sheeted hyperboloid) whih onsists of
all imaginary para-quaternions of norm 1 and the pseudo-sphere S21(−1) of radius (-1) (the
2-sheeted hyperboloid) whih ontains all imaginary para-quaternions of norm (-1). The
1-sheeted hyperboloid S21(1) arries a natural paraHermitian struture while the 2-sheeted
hyperboloid S21(−1) arries a natural Hermitian struture of signature (1,1), both indued
by the restrition of the Lorentz metri and the ross-produt on H˜1 ∼= R
2
1 dened by
X × Y =
∑
i6=k
xiykJiJk
for vetors X = xiJi, Y = y
kJk. Namely, for a tangent vetor X = x
iJi to the 1-sheeted
hyperboloid S21(1) at a point q+ = q
k
+Jk (resp. tangent vetor Y = y
k
−Jk to the 2-sheeted
hyperboloid S21(−1) at a point q− = q
k
−Jk) we dene PX := q+ ×X (resp. JY = q− × Y ).
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It is easy to hek that PX is again tangent vetor to S21(1), P
2X = X, < PX,PX >=
− < X,X > (resp. JY is tangent vetor to S21(−1), J
2Y = −Y, < JY, JY,>=<
Y, Y,>).
We start with a paraquaternioni Kähler manifold (M, g, H˜ = (Jα)) . The vetor bundle
P arries a natural Lorentz struture of signature (+,+,-) suh that (J1, J2, J3) forms an
orthonormal loal basis of P . The are two kinds of "unit sphere" bundles aording to the
existene of the 1-sheeted hyperboloid S21(1) and the 2-sheeted hyperboloid S
2
1(−1). The
twistor spae Z+(M) (resp. Z−(M)) is the unit pseudo-sphere bundle with bre S21(1) (resp.
S21(−1)). In other words, the bre of Z
+(M) onsists of all almost paraomplex strutures
(resp. all almost omplex strutures) ompatible with the given paraquaternioni Kähler
struture. The bundle Z+(M) over a 4-dimensional manifold with a neutral metri was
onstruted in [44℄ and alled there the reetor spae. Further, we keep their notation.
Denote by π± the projetionof Z±(M) ontoM , respetively. Keeping in mind the formal
similarity with the quaternioni geometry where there are two natural almost omplex stru-
tures [8, 27℄, we observe the existene of two naturally arising almost paraomplex strutures
on Z+(M) (resp. two almost omplex strutures on Z−(M) [19℄) dened as follows:
The Levi-Civita onnetion on P preserves the Lorentz metri and indues a linear on-
netion on Z± i.e a splitting of the tangent bundle TZ± = H± ⊗ V±, respetively, where
V± is the vertial distribution tangent to the bre S21(1), (resp. S
2
1(−1)) and H
±
a supple-
mentary horizontal distribution indued by the Levi-Civita onnetion. By denition, the
horizontal transport assoiated to H± preserves the anonial Lorentz metri of the bres
S21(1) (resp. S
2
1(−1)); and also their orientation; as a orollary, it preserves the anonial
paraomplex struture on S21(1) (resp. the anonial omplex struture on S
(21(−1)) de-
sribed above. Sine the vertial distribution V± is tangent to the bres, this paraomplex
struture (resp. omplex struture) indues an endomorphism P˜ with P˜ 2 = id (resp. J˜ with
J˜2 = −id) on V±z for eah z ∈ Z
+(M) (resp. Z−(M)). On the other hand, eah point z
on Z+(M) (resp. Z−(M)) is by denition a paraomplex struture on Tpi(z)Z
+(M) (resp.
a omplex struture on Tpi(z)Z
−(M)) whih may be lifted into an endomorphism P¯ on H+z
with P¯ 2 = id (resp. J¯ on H−z with J¯
2 = −id). We dene an almost paraomplex strutures
P1,P2 on Z
+(M) and an almost omplex struture J1, J2 on Z
−(M) by
P1(V
+) = V+, P1|V+ = P˜ , P1(H
+) = H+, P1|H+ = P¯ ,
P2(V
+) = V+, P2|V+ = −P˜ , P2(H
+) = H+, P2|H+ = P¯ ;
J1(V
−) = V−, J1|V− = J˜ , J1(H
−) = H−, J1|H− = J¯ ,
J2(V
−) = V−, J2|V− = −J˜ , J2(H
−) = H−, J2|H− = J¯ .
Dene a pseudo Riemannian metris on Z+(M) (resp. Z−(M)) by h+t = π
∗g + t <,>+v
, t 6= 0, <,>+v being the restrition of the Lorentz metri to the bres S
2
1(1) (resp. h
−
t =
π∗g+ t <,>−v , t 6= 0, <,>
−
v being the restrition of the Lorentz metri to the bres S
2
1(−1)).
It is easy to hek that h+ (resp. h−) is ompatible with both P1,P2 (resp. J1, J2) suh
that (Z+(M), h+t ,P1,2) beome an almost paraHermitian manifolds (resp. (Z
−(M), h−t , J1,2)
beome an almost Hermitian manifolds).
The almost paraomplex strutures P1,P2 and the neutral metris h
+
t on the reetor
spae of a 4-dimensional manifold with a neutral metri g are investigated in [44℄. The
authors show that the almost paraomplex struture P2 is never integrable while the almost
paraomplex struture P1 is integrable if and only if the neutral metri g is self dual. They
also prove that the neutral metri h+t on the reetor spae is Einstein if and only if g is
self-dual Einstein and either ts = 12 or ts = 6.
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Almost Hermitian geometry of (Z−(M), h−t , J1,2) is investigated in [19℄. The alulations
there are ompletely appliable to the almost paraHermitian geometry of (Z+(M), h+t ,P1,2).
In terms of the almost paraHermitian geometry of (Z+(M), h+t ,P1,2) Theorem 1 and The-
orem 2 in [19℄ read as follows
Theorem 6.10. On the reetor spae (Z+(M)) of a paraquaternioni Kähler manifold of
dimension 4n ≥ 8 we have:
i) The almost paraomplex struture P1 is integrable and the Lee form of the paraHer-
mitian struture (P1, h
+
t ) is zero. The struture (P1, h
+
t ) is paraKähler if and only
if ts = 4n(n+ 2);
ii) The almost paraomplex struture P2 is never integrable and the Lee form of the
almost paraHermitian struture (P2, h
+
t ) is zero. The struture (P2, h
+
t ) is nearly
paraKähler if and only if ts = 2n(n + 2) and almost paraKähler if and only if
ts = −4n(n+ 2).
Theorem 6.11. On the reetor spae (Z+(M)) of an oriented 4-dimensional manifold M
with a neutral metri g we have the following:
i) The almost paraHermitian struture (P1, h
+
t ) has zero Lee form if and only if the
metri g is self-dual. It is paraKähler if and only if the metri g is Einstein self-dual
and ts = 12;
ii) The Lee form of the almost paraHermitian struture (P2, h
+
t ) is zero. The struture
(P2, h
+
t ) is nearly paraKähler if and only if the metri g is self-dual Einstein and
ts = 6 and almost paraKähler if and only if ts = −12.
Remark 6.12. On a paraquaternioni manifold of dimension 4n ≥ 8 we may onstrut the
almost paraomplex struture P1 on the reetor spae Z
+
and the almost omplex struture
J1 on the twistor spae Z
−
using the horizontal distribution generated by a torsion-free
onnetion instead of the horizontal distribution of the Levi-Civita onnetion. In that ase,
we nd an analogue of the result of S.Salamon [60, 61, 62℄, (proved also independently by
L. Berard-Bergery, unpublished, see [16℄). Namely, we have
Theorem 6.13. On a paraquaternioni manifold of dimension 4n ≥ 8 the almost paraom-
plex struture P1 on Z
+
and the almost omplex struture J1 on Z
−
are always integrable
We sketh a proof whih is ompletely similar to the proof in the ase of quaternioni
manifold presented in [16℄. Denote by R the urvature of a torsion-free onnetion ∇. Let
S = xJ1+ yJ2+ zJ3 be either an almost paraomplex struture or an almost omplex stru-
ture ompatible with the given paraquaternioni struture i.e. the triple (x, y, z) satises
either x2 + y2 − z2 = 1 or x2 + y2 − z2 = −1. Denote by
S(R)(X,Y ) = [R(SX, SY ), S]− S[R(SX, Y ), S]− S[R(X,SY ), S] + S2[R(X,Y ), S].
In view of the analogy with the proof in the quaternioni ase presented in [16℄, 14.72-14.74
the result will follow if S(R) = 0. The last identity an be heked in the exatly same way
as it is done in [16℄, Lemma 14.74 using (6.1) instead of formulas 14.39 in [16℄.
6.6. Examples of nearly paraKähler and almost paraKähler manifolds. Theo-
rem 6.10 helps to nd examples of nearly paraKähler and almost paraKähler manifolds.
We note that the sign of the salar urvature (if not zero) is not a restrition sine the met-
ri (-g) have salar urvature with opposite sign. Hene, taking the reetor spae of any
neutral (anti) self-dual Einstein manifold with non-zero salar urvature in dimension four
and any quaternioni paraKähler manifold in dimension 4n ≥ 8 we an nd a real number
t to get nearly paraKähler and almost paraKähler struture on it.
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(1) The pseudo-sphere S33 is endowed with an almost paraomplex struture [51℄ and it
is shown in [13℄ that there exists a nearly paraKähler struture on S33 indued from
the so-alled seond kind Cayley numbers (see [51℄) in R43. The struture is Einstein
with non-zero salar urvature, in fat the metri is the standard neutral metri on
S33 inherited from R
4
3.
(2) Start with one of the following 4-dimensional neutral self-dual Einstein spaes
(S22 = SO
+(2, 3)/GL+(2,R), can), (CP 1,1 = (SU(2, 1)/(SO(1, 1).U(1)), can), or
(SL(3,R)/GL+(2,R), c.Kill|sl(3,R)), where c is a suitable onstant and Kill|sl(3,R)
is the restrition of the Killing form of sl(3,R) to the homogeneous spae
SL(3,R)/GL+(2,R. The orresponding reetor spaes are SO+(2, 3)/GL+(2,R),
SU(2, 1)/(SO(1, 1).U(1)), SL(3,R)/(R+×R+ ∪R−×R−), respetively [48℄. These
homogeneous spaes admit a homogeneous nearly paraKähler struture of non-zero
salar urvature as well as an homogeneous almost paraKähler struture aording
to Theorem 6.11
(3) Non-homogeneous example arises from the non-(loally) homogeneous neutral self-
dual Einstein spae of non-zero salar urvature desribed in [21℄. Its reetor spae
admit a nearly paraKähler struture of non-zero salar urvature, as well as an
almost paraKähler struture, due to Theorem 6.11
To the best of our knowledge there are no known examples of Rii at 6-dimensional
Nearly paraKähler manifolds.
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